
Daniel Defense DDM4 V7 Pro Dark Aces 5.56 semi-automatic rifle + Night
Force NX8 1-8x24 scope - Limited Edition
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4077-Daniel-Defense-DDM4-V7-Pro-Dark-Aces-5.56-semi-
automatic-rifle-Night-Force-NX8-1-8x24-scope-Limited-Edition
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Daniel Defense
DDM4 V7 Pro
Dark Aces 5.56
semi-automatic

rifle + Night Force
NX8 1-8x24 scope
- Limited Edition 

AE607 B 
5.56x45
(223)  

100  100  11  35.3  4.4  
8768.00 € incl.

tax

Each DDM4 V7 Pro “Dark Aces” is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity, attesting to its
membership in this highly sought-after limited edition.
The DDM4 V7 Pro “Dark Aces” represents the pinnacle of our limited series, raising the standard of
competition with its superior design. Designed for shooters demanding the best in precision and performance,
this special edition is the eighth model in our prestigious collection.

Technical characteristics :

Barrel:
Trigger:
Rail:

Finishing and Accessories:

Finish:
Optics:
Reptilia Furniture:
Load and Safety Handle:
Muzzle Device:

 

 

Additional Configuration and Accessories:

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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Equipped with a DD vertical handle and RailScales Karve handstop for customizable ergonomics and
control.
Mantis BlackbeardX training system with green laser to perfect your shooting at home.
Included are six 32-round Daniel Defense magazines for maximum capacity.

 

NightForce NX8 goggle features:
The NX8™ 1-8X24 F1 is a compact and lightweight riflescope optimized for short and medium distance
shooting. At just 8.75" in length and 17 ounces, this rifle scope adds minimal size and weight, but delivers
superior optics and proven Nightforce performance to any rifle.

With the central red dot visible in daylight, users can engage targets with speed like a red dot sight, but as
targets increase in distance, the smart FC-Mil and FC-MOA reticles of the first focal plane provide precise
support points. For those who prefer to dial in for long shots, the ZeroStop elevation adjustment allows for a
quick, positive return to zero. Settings are 0.2 Mil-Radian or 0.50 MOA. To facilitate quick magnification
adjustments, a power projection lever (PTL) is included.

Magnification: 1x - 8x
Lens diameter: 24 mm
Body diameter: 30 mm
Length: 22.2 cm
Mount length: 14.4
Drift run: 100 MOA
Elevation travel: 100 MOA
Parallax adjustment: fixed at 125 m
Field of view at 100 m: 35.3-4.4

 

Exclusivity and Authentication: Each DDM4 V7 Pro “Dark Aces” is accompanied by a certificate of
authenticity, attesting to its membership in this highly sought-after limited edition.

Why Choose the "Dark Aces": Opt for the DDM4 V7 Pro "Dark Aces" for an enhanced competitive
shooting experience, boasting unparalleled precision, exceptional durability, and distinctive aesthetics.
Whether for competition or as a collector's item, the "Dark Aces" is a promise of performance and prestige.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


